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What is Gator Mail?What is Gator Mail?
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What Gator Mail can do for you!What Gator Mail can do for you!

Gator Mail is the core of CommuniGator. As a marketing automation service Gator Mail is
our bread and butter.

With GatorMail you can create sophisticated email campaigns to send out to set audiences
and groups. These can be automated within your instance to send out at set times and
dates and close at set times and dates. This will provide you with a system that helps your
business grow and expand with less manual work on your part.

Campaign CreationCampaign Creation

Creating a campaign to attach to your emails to is crucial. You want to be able to control when
they send, who it sends to, and the time period it runs for.

We recommend using our traditional campaigntraditional campaign creation instead of quick campaignquick campaign for a more
in depth design process. However, the 'Quick Campaign' creation is useful for a basic design
and quick distribution.

 Do be aware that with quick campaigns the editing options after the campaign has
been sent are very limited. With traditional campaign creation you can modify
extensively after sending.
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Details Tab

1. Here you must enter the name of your campaignname of your campaign.
You will also see the 'Status' box. This shows if your campaign is live or not. Currently as we are
creating it it shows as 'In Setup'.

2. Here you need to set the start and end datestart and end date. Be very careful when selecting these because
many errors occur by inputting the details wrong. The end date must be in the future to the
start date, and check the time to make sure it sends at peak time for your business (or not
depending on your preference).

3. This determines your campaign type.campaign type. You can choose from EmailEmail, SMSSMS, Follow Up/WorkflowFollow Up/Workflow
CampaignCampaign, and RSS EmailRSS Email.
You can also determine the action type. This sets what your campaign will act as. For more
information on what action types mean, please click here.

4. The Sender EmailSender Email and Reply EmailReply Email are crucial elements of your campaign. If you do not put
the reply email as one which can receive emails then you cannot view any replies sent to it. It
might be useful having two separate emails, one as a sending email and one as a receiving
email.
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Audience Tab

Within the audience tab there are a few sections.

1. This is where you select the audience type. Generally this is a group which you have created
before setting up your campaign, but you can create and attach a group later one. Or you can
select 'Audience Selection Criteria'. Within this you can apply an audience based on a CSV
import, add using contact data, or have selection criteria that need to be met in order to attach
a contact.

2. Here you pick the group you wish to attach.

3. You must count the audience to see group data.

Email Tab

This tab is for adding an email you have created which you wish to be sent out in your
campaign.
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1. Here you will choose what type of emailtype of email you are attaching.
A split test campaignsplit test campaign is used when you want to attach two different emails to a campaign to
send separately.

2. Now you can attach your emailattach your email. This can be one you have created, or you can create a new
one from the button shown. Any dynamic content, articles etc will appear in the relevant
sections, so you can ensure they are pulled across.

Landing Zone Tab

In this tab you can attach a landing zoneattach a landing zone. This means you can monitor who clicks on certain
parts of your email campaign.

You have the option to add an existing landing zone or create a new one.

Survey Tab

Here you can add a surveyadd a survey to your campaign.
You have the option to choose from attaching an existing survey or creating a new one.
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Follow Up Tab

The follow up tab allows you to select a campaigncampaign to send follow up campaigns from. This is
useful for when someone fills in a web capture from an initial email campaign and filling it in
requires a second campaign to be sent to them. This is known as a follow up.

The names and descriptions of your follow ups will be shown in a list below the attach field.

Merge Fields Tab

When creating an email you have the option to add in merge fieldsadd in merge fields. These will be fields such as
'Come to our conference on the [dd/mm/yy][dd/mm/yy] to celebrate!'.
A merge field will pull in datapull in data you have set in one of the fields shown above.
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Once you have determined what you want a merge field for, write the information in a field
above. Within your email you must then select the merge field you put the information in i.e.
Merge Field 1.

Send Test Tab

The 'Send Test' tab is crucial for ensuring your campaign works properlyensuring your campaign works properly before the customers
receive it.

If you are creating the campaign individually and want the test sent to you only then select
'Individual' for 'Audience Type'.
If you wish to send it to multiple testers then select group. You will have to create a group for
this.

Make sure you add an email to send the test to, then you can initiate the test.

If you have SendForensicsSendForensics then you can analyse the email to make sure it wont go into spam.

Under 'General Options'General Options' you can choose the format the email is sent in. Sending both HTML
and Text is a good idea to test the email on multiple formats, however it is not explicit that you
do this.
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Inbox Checker

The inbox checker is a very useful tool to have as it shows you what the email will look like inwhat the email will look like in
different email clients,different email clients, as well as providing you with a spam analysis and preview of the subject
line.

We highly recommend that you use this tool for every campaign.

 These campaign creation functions are the backbone of GatorMail and help guide you
through your campaign creation.

Email CreationEmail Creation

Sending out emails, whether they are advertising to clients, informing customers of new
products, inviting customers to an event or just for internal use, are essential for any successful
business.

We recommend traditional campaign creation for a more in depth, controlled design
experience. Quick campaign is recommended for those who want to send out a campaign
quickly with little design intervention.

 Please click here for in depth information and guides on email creation.

Landing Zone CreationLanding Zone Creation

Landing Zones are excellent tools to use within an email or email campaign.

They can be made separately from the campaign screen and attached, or you can create them
within an email.

Landing Zones can be used for a range for things such as a ‘more information’ page, a
personalised profile page, or a web capture form should you have the functionality available to
you in your package. Landing Zone’s can also be linked together within a campaign in order to
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create a micro site.micro site.
Landing Zones can also be used to hold information that is campaign specific for a particular
piece of information that, by a contact landing on the page shows that they were interested in
the topic.

It is essentially a multifaceted tool that tracks clicks, links, forms and more.tracks clicks, links, forms and more.
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Campaign SetupCampaign Setup
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Campaigns - DashboardCampaigns - Dashboard

This is where all your campaigns live.

Here you can perform a number of tasks including viewing the results of your campaigns,
sorting your campaigns into folders, and performing industry comparisons.

1. This option will hide or show the folder tree.
2. This allows you to see which of your campaigns are live instead of looking at the status bar.
3. This allows you to perform a 'Campaign Industry Comparison' to see how well your

campaigns are performing industry wise.
4. Here you can add a new campaign.
5. This allows you to select all campaigns in your list.
6. This is the name of your campaign.
7. This allows you to create a new gator express campaign.
8. This allows you to open the filter and enter keywords to search by.
9. This is the notes section.

10. This is the date you created your campaign on.
11. This allows you to Tweet your campaign if you have Twitter set up.
12. This shows if you campaign is a Gator Express, Traditional or Quick campaign.
13. Selecting a letter from this list allows you to see all campaigns starting with that letter.
14. This is the Status Key.
15. This shows the status of each campaign. See number 14 to find out what status your

campaigns can have.
16. The red cross allows you to delete a campaign.
17. Here you can view the results of your campaign.
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Campaign - Campaign Industry ComparisonCampaign - Campaign Industry Comparison
Within campaign industry comparison you are able to measure your campaign statistics against
industry benchmarks for your primary industry. This data is calculated from every campaign
sent within your instance in the last twelve months.

Note:Note:
You can only set one primary industry but you can change it at any time if needed.

Setup:Setup:

1. Click on Campaign Industry Comparison

2. Click 'Set Primary Industry'

3. Select your industry from the pick list and click 'Set Industry'
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4. You are now able to access the Campaign Industry Comparison dashboard

Here you are able to evaluate your industry open rate, click rate, bounce rate and unsubscribe.

Note:Note:
At any point you can edit your primary industry.
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5. Your industry open rate, click rate, bounce rate and unsubscribe are broken down in to
individual bar graphs based on the last twelve months industry activity

Note:Note:
You are able to export these via PDF, various image types or even print each graph!
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Campaign - DetailCampaign - Detail

When you first open the Campaign you are presented with the Detail tab. It is divided into
two sections, Standard Details and Advanced Details.

Standard DetailsStandard Details

1. This is the StatusStatus of the campaign showing if the campaign is in set up or has been initiated.

2. This is the NameName of the Campaign, it is visible in the main campaign screen and is searchable
from there.

3. This is the NotesNotes of the Campaign, it is visible in the main campaign screen but is not
searchable.

4. The launch date and timelaunch date and time is the time at which the campaign will start sending once initiated,
if this is in the past the campaign will start sending as soon as it is initiated.

5. The close dateclose date and timeand time is the time at which no further emails will be sent from the
campaign. This needs to be far enough in the future to allow all emails to send out, including
follow up emails.

6. There are four types of campaigns:four types of campaigns:

• EmailEmail is the one you will use most often.
• SMSSMS is if the campaign is to send SMS message (the account must be configured to do so)
• Follow up/WorkflowFollow up/Workflow removes the audience tab from the campaign as the campaign will get

it's audience from the follow up criteria set on another campaign or the Workflow stage.
• RSS To EmailRSS To Email allows you to integrate your GatorMail campaign with RSS feeds from your

website.
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7. There are five action typesfive action types to choose from, Static, Static Recurring, Refresh Non-recurirng,
Refresh Recurring and Campaign Series.

• StaticStatic - The campaign is initiated once only for the audience available at the time the
campaign is run. New audience members, added after the campaign was initiated, who
meet the selection criteria or are included in the group will not receive this campaign.

• Refresh RecurringRefresh Recurring - The Campaign will continue to be run with an interval set in weeks /
months (Recurring) and new audience members, added after the campaign is initiated; who
meet the selection criteria or are included in the group, will receive the campaign as it recurs
(Refresh).

• Refresh Non-RecurringRefresh Non-Recurring - The Campaign is initiated once only for each audience member.
New audience members, added after the campaign is initiated, who meet the selection
criteria or are included in the group, will receive the campaign (refresh) once only.

• Static RecurringStatic Recurring - The Campaign will continue to be run with an interval set in days
(Recurring) and new audience members, added after the campaign is initiated, who meet
the selection criteria or are added to the group will not receive the campaign as it recurs.

• Campaign SeriesCampaign Series - The campaign is going to be part of a Campaign Series and therefore will
not have an audience attached to it.

 Any recurring emails will not be sent to a recipient if they have already received an
email in the last X weeks or X months.

8. The Sender AliasSender Alias displays in a recipients inbox, this should be a friendly recognisable name
for yourself, often a Company Name is used here.

9. The Sender EmailSender Email address from is displayed in the recipients inbox.

10. The reply to addressreply to address is the email address that is populated into the recipients TO: field when
they hit reply, this is where the replies to the email will be sent.

11. Click here to expand to see the Advanced Details.Advanced Details.
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Advanced DetailsAdvanced Details

1. This is the UnsubscribeUnsubscribe set up that is used when a recipient clicks to unsubscribe.
2. This is the Send to a FriendSend to a Friend that a recipient see when they click to send to a friend.
3. This simply allows you to select a campaign strategycampaign strategy of the campaign for reporting purposes.

The selection at this time will have no effect and is not visible anywhere else in the product.
4. The campaign codecampaign code can be passed into links using Query Strings.
5. You can set a campaign to go out in batchesbatches, so that the sending is staggered, it works on a

24/7 basis.
6. This allows you to set time and day settings.time and day settings.
7. If you also use LeadsLeads you need to ensure this is ticked so that your reporting in Leads is

complete.
8. If you wish to have a finishedfinished message on links once a close date is reached check this box

and then enter a message to be displayed.
9. Stop access now is the 'Emergency Stop'Emergency Stop' button. Use if an error in a survey or a landing zone

is discovered after campaign is initiated. Use the text box to display a, 'Sorry page in
maintenance' message. The icon next to this text box allows the message to be formatted in
HTML with images etc. Unticking this check box means the campaign is now live once more.

10. This allows you to manage the seed addressesseed addresses that will receive this campaign.
11. (optional) If you have de-dupede-dupe on send disabled this option will appear on your campaigns

so that you have the option whether to de-dupe your audience on send or not
12. This allows you to enable the campaign to be a GatorExpress campaignGatorExpress campaign.
13. The Landing Zone URLLanding Zone URL is where your account is hosted, any Landing Zones, Surveys,

Webcaptures and anything else hosted on CommuniGator will have this URL.
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14. The CC and BCCCC and BCC are not visible by default but can be switched on if necessary, please note
that if you have an audience of 10k the CC or BCC address will receive 10k emails.

15. Sender Alias DynamicSender Alias Dynamic can be used to select a Contact field to be displayed when the email is
delivered. An example of use would be to populate the Account Managers name here.

16. Sender Alias AddressSender Alias Address can be used to select a Contact field to be displayed when the email is
delivered. An example of use would be to populate the Account Managers Email Address
here (however CommuniGator must be configured to send from the Domain used) There is
a separate Article for more information on this.

17. Reply Email addressReply Email address Dynamic can be used to select a Contact field to be displayed when the
the recipient clicks reply. An example of use would be to populate the Account Managers
Email here.

18. The CC and BCC DynamicCC and BCC Dynamic is not visible by default but can be switched on if necessary, please
note that if you have an audience of 10k the CC or BCC address will receive 10k emails.

19. (optional) If you have approval groups set up you can select the approval groupapproval group you would
like to approve the campaign before sending. This will display as blank if you have not got
approval set up.

20. This item is normally used by integrated customers who's campaigns are created
automatically thus removing the ability to copy the campaigncopy the campaign on set up. Select the campaign
you wish to copy from the drop down and tick whether to include the audience in the copy
or not and then click copy.
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Campaign - AudienceCampaign - Audience

The audience tab within the campaign is where you attach the audience you wish to send
to.

GroupGroup

1. To attach a GroupGroup to the campaign select groups.
2. Select the group by choosing from the dropdowndropdown list or by clicking select.
3. Once the group is attached click 'Count Audience''Count Audience' to ensure the count is correct.

Audience Selection CriteriaAudience Selection Criteria

Within the campaign selection criteria you are able to build an audience to send your campaign
to from within the campaign.

If you tend to build a different audience based upon contact criteria that you have stored within
GatorMail each time you send, then this is a particularly good method as you will not end up
with hundreds of redundant groups stored within GatorMail.
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1. Select Audience Selection CriteriaAudience Selection Criteria.
2. Click the Add CriteriaAdd Criteria icon.
3. Select the attributeattribute you wish to filter your audience members by.
4. Select an operatoroperator from the list, in this example we have chosen 'Equal to' as we are looking

for an exact match.
5. You can select from a list of existing valuesexisting values stored against existing contact records.
6. Using this selection you are able to manually add the value you are looking for and apply a

wild cardwild card using the percentage, symbol '%%'
7. Click Apply CriteriaApply Criteria, you may also cancel at this stage.
8. Count the audienceCount the audience once you have applied the criteria to ensure that it is correct.

 Please NotePlease Note: It is possible to apply multiple conditions using the 'ANDAND' and 'OROR'
command.
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Count AudienceCount Audience

1. This is the total counttotal count of the audience attached.
2. This is the number of contactsnumber of contacts in the audience that will not be sent to as they have been

suppressed due to having hit the bounce limitbounce limit. (These contacts will have previously Hard
Bounced or have Soft Bounced 5 times).

3. This is the number of contactsnumber of contacts that will not be sent to as they have been suppressed due to
being marked as opted out,opted out, according to the Unsubscribe attached to the Campaign.

4. This is the number of duplicate contactsnumber of duplicate contacts in your audience.
5. This is the final number of contactsfinal number of contacts that will be sent the campaign.

 Please NotePlease Note: the final audience count does not remove duplicates, these are done
immediately before the send if the feature is enabled on your account. It also does not
take into account any suppressions made under the 'Suppress Domain' section. These
are done immediately before the send.

 Clicking on the green excel icon next to each count will export a list of contacts that are
included in that count.
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Campaign - Email Standard and Split TestCampaign - Email Standard and Split Test

This article will be walking you through how to attach a standard email to a campaign, as
well as looking at split tests.

Split tests are useful if you want to compare features of an email you believe will perform
differently when sent to different audiences. Or perhaps you wish to test how two emails
compare against each other when sent to the same audience. Split tests allow you to do
this.

Email Type - StandardEmail Type - Standard

1. You are able to select the standard email optionstandard email option or split from the radio button, the standard
email options is set by default.

2. Selecting this button allows you to build your emailbuild your email from within campaign, this can be done
via GatorCreator or the full HTML editor.

3. Selecting this button allows you to attach an existing emailattach an existing email.
4. From the settings area you are able to swap the email attachedswap the email attached, edit the subject line, edit the

alias and edit the advance detail of the email attached.
5. By selecting editedit, this will allow you to edit the email attached on the campaign.
6. This allows you to see a HTML previewHTML preview of your email design.
7. This displays the set aliasalias for the email design.
8. This displays the namename of email design attached.
9. This displays the set subject linesubject line of the email attached.

10. This displays the default emaildefault email attached, this is used when you attach multiple emails to the
same campaign and are using selection criteria (Dynamic based email sending).

11. This displays if an email is set as HTML or Text only.HTML or Text only.
12. By selecting this icon you are able to select the articlesarticles you wish to display within your email,

note this can only be used if you have added an article block within the attached email.
13. By selecting this icon you are able to select the EventsEvents you wish to display, or link within your

email, (note this can only be used if you have added an event block or event link within the
attached email).
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14. By selecting this icon you are able to adjust the dynamic contentdynamic content set within the email, this
can only be used if you have added a dynamic content block within the attached email.

15. By selecting this Icon you are able to removeremove the attached email from the campaign.

Attaching an Existing EmailAttaching an Existing Email

1. Select 'Existing EmailExisting Email'
2. Click 'SelectSelect' and browse for your chosen email.
3. Provide a subject line. Ysubject line. You may also add personalisation at this stage.
4. You can provide an aliasalias if you do not wish the email design name to be displayed publicly

within the page title.
5. Select 'Attach Email''Attach Email' once finished.
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Attaching a New EmailAttaching a New Email

1. Clicking on 'New EmailNew Email' will allow you to select the editor type of GatorCreator or GatorMail
(full HTML).

From here you will be re-directed to the chosen editor where you can build your email design.
On saving within the chosen editor you will be re-direct back to the email tab within the
campaign, as you started.

Attaching ArticlesAttaching Articles
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1. Allows you to pick the article blockarticle block that you wish to use if you have multiple article blocks set
up.

2. Allows you to searchsearch either by 'Article Title' or 'Created Date'.
3. All the articles that you have createdcreated will appear here ordered by created date newest-

oldest.
4. The arrowsarrows in the centre of the two boxes allows you to add and remove articles, and the

down up and arrows allow you to change the order that the articles appear in the email.
However, in order to move or make changes you need to click on the article that you want to
move.

5. The articlesarticles that will appear in your email.
6. Allows you to create rulescreate rules for each article.
7. Allows you to clear the ruleclear the rule if you no longer need it in place.

Split TestingSplit Testing

1. Split testingSplit testing allows you to test two email campaigns.
2. Attach the emailemail that you wish to send.
3. 'AliasAlias 11' allows you to mask the name of the email design in the page tile that is publicly

displayed, the 'Sender Alias' is what the email sender will appear as.
4. This is the subject linesubject line used for the email send, you are able to test two different subject

lines and compare the clicks/open rates to determine what design to send, to the remaining
audience list.

5. You are able to enter the number of peoplenumber of people you wish to send to, this will split the count at
point of send to 50/50.

6. This is the percentagepercentage of the audience member that you wish to send it to, this will split the
count at point of send to 50/50.
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7. Auto sendAuto send, will send automatically to the remaining audience members after the split test is
completed.

8. You are able to manually select the designmanually select the design to send to your remaining audience members,
once you have chosen the design, you will needed to initiate either design one or two (this is
the recommended approach).

9. The length of timelength of time that you wish the split test to run for.
10. This allows you to determine the send based on the results being the highest open ratehighest open rate (this

is only applicable on autosend).
11. This allows you to determine the send based on the results being the highest click throughhighest click through

(this is only applicable on autosend).

 For a detailed tutorial on how to create a Split Test campaign, please read the following
article.
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Campaign - Landing ZoneCampaign - Landing Zone

Within this tab of the campaign you can attach your Landing Zone(s).

DashboardDashboard

1. Select the DesignDesign that you would like to attach.
2. Select the reference numberreference number of the Landing Zone, (you would have chosen this when you

inserted the Landing Zone Link within the Email)
3. Click 'Attach Landing ZoneAttach Landing Zone' to attach it to the campaign.
4. This displays the AliasAlias of the Landing Zone.
5. This shows the namename of the design that has been attached.
6. This shows the reference numberreference number of the Landing Zone.
7. Default optionDefault option is used when multiple Landing Zones are attached to the campaign with the

same reference number and Selection Criteria is used. Selecting is default means if the
contact doesn't meet the criteria of any of the options then they will be shown the default
Landing Zone.

8. This option is useful if the contact has updated their preferencespreferences to say that they would like
to receive either HTML or Text the resend will then be of their preference.

9. This indicates if AuthenticationAuthentication is switched on for the Landing Zone.
10. This button brings up the pop up to assign ArticlesArticles to the Landing Zone.
11. This button brings up the pop up to assign Dynamic ContentDynamic Content to the Landing Zone.
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Landing Zone SettingsLanding Zone Settings

1. The AliasAlias is used to mask the name of the Landing Zone in the browser or better describe
the Landing Zones on the campaign.

2. Editing the Landing Zone.Landing Zone.
3. Editing the reference numberreference number for the Landing Zone.

 "Is Default" is used in conjunction with "Use Selection Criteria", so that if a contact does
not meet the criteria of the condition set on the other Landing Zones, this Landing
Zone is used by default i.e as a backup.
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Campaign - SurveyCampaign - Survey

Within this tab you can attach Surveys to your Campaign.

DashboardDashboard

1. Select this button to add a new surveynew survey.
2. Select this button to add an existing surveyexisting survey.
3. Click here to see the SettingsSettings.
4. Click here to editedit the survey.
5. This is the survey aliasalias.
6. This is the survey namename.
7. This is the Reference Number.Reference Number.
8. Default optionDefault option is used when multiple Surveys are attached to the campaign with the same

reference number and Selection Criteria is used. Selecting default means if the contact
doesn't meet the criteria of any of the options then they will be shown the default Survey.

9. This shows if the survey is anonymousanonymous.
10. This show if AuthenticationAuthentication is required for a survey.
11. This option allows you to deletedelete the survey.
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Campaign - Follow UpCampaign - Follow Up

Within this tab you can attach a follow up for a campaign.

DashboardDashboard

1. Enter the NameName of your follow up.
2. Click to attachattach your follow up.
3. Click ManageManage to set/edit the criteria of your follow up.
4. This shows the namename of your follow up.
5. This shows the descriptiondescription of your follow up.
6. This shows the send type.send type.
7. This allows you to turn on and offturn on and off the follow up campaign.
8. Click here to deletedelete the follow up.

The follow up email function allows you to send an email to a pre-existing campaign audience.
For example, you may have set up a campaign with a survey field that allows visitors to opt in to
certain content (such as a weekly newsletter).

You could then create the newsletter and attach this as a follow up email. This newsletter could
then be sent to the entire audience that opted in to that newsletter within the original
campaigns survey. Within the follow up details you are able to set a number of timing options
to customize the send itself, as seen below

 Please Note: A follow up type campaign can only be attached to one campaign and not
numerous campaigns.
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Follow Up DetailsFollow Up Details

The timing options allow you to specify exactly when you want the follow up to send. Any timing
option you select will be relative to the time the original email campaign sent / sending criteria
were met. (this is on a contact by contact basis).

In regards to our example above, the follow up would be sent 1 hour after the opt in to
newsletter field had been selected.

You are also able to set a "Send Without Delay" option.

Within the follow up details tab you are able to set an action trigger.
A trigger is simply a specified action that causes the follow up to be sent.
As seen in the screen shot above, a trigger could be anything from opening the original email,
to the completion of a survey.
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At the bottom of the follow up details page we can select the campaign we would like to attach
the follow up to.
We can select the "Current Campaign" (the one we are setting the follow up inside) or "Other
Campaign".

 If setting up a follow up for another campaign you must check:

1. That the other campaign has its campaign type set to "follow up"campaign type set to "follow up"
2. That the campaign has been initiatedcampaign has been initiated
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Campaign - Merge FieldsCampaign - Merge Fields

If you have used Merge Fields within your Email or Landing Zones, then this tab is where
you specify the contents of the Merge Fields that will be displayed.

DashboardDashboard

You can type the Merge field data directly into the field, or click on the pencil icon to open up
the HTML editor.
The HTML editor is used for links or personalisation.

 Please Note:Please Note: You are limited to ten merge fields per campaign.
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Edit ScreenEdit Screen

This is where you can design your merge field. You can customise it fully with this editor.

Example Merge FieldExample Merge Field

To see how the Merge Field appears to your recipients, send yourself a test.

This allows you to open the email and see the Merge Field content.
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Campaign - Send TestCampaign - Send Test

You can use this tab to send test emails of your campaign to ensure the content is as you
want it.

Sending a campaign testSending a campaign test

1. Select the option to send an individual testindividual test or to send to a group of contacts.group of contacts.
2. This is the contact that is being mimickedcontact that is being mimicked within the test email, so any personalisation within

the email will be as if this contact had received the email.
3. This is the email addressemail address that test will be sent to.
4. Select whether to send both the HTML & Text versionHTML & Text version or just HTML or Text.
5. Tick this is you wish to prefix the subject lineprefix the subject line with preview. This is useful as you can identify

that it is a test email.
6. Select whether you want Send ForensicsSend Forensics enabled. This creates a report for your email in

Send Forensics.
7. Click to send the testsend the test. A confirmation message will appear below the button once the test

has been sent.
8. Click here to view all test resultsview all test results for the campaign.
9. Click here to view the emailview the email in your browser.

10. Click here to check the spam scorespam score of the email.
11. Click here to see the Send ForensicsSend Forensics report results.
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 We have a Send Test Centre included within GatorCreator.

To learn more about this function, please read the following article.
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Initiate Check ScreenInitiate Check Screen

The Initiate Check Screen is designed to help you get the best from your campaigns, helping
to spot any common mistakes that may affect the success of your email. This check screen
is broken down into 5 sections:

• Check Campaign
• Post Campaign Tracking
• Campaign Audience
• Check Email(s)
• Initiate Campaign

Please Note:Please Note: Some checks that are shown are notes or warnings. You will still be able to
send your campaign even if these warnings appear. However, some are 'stop' errors, and
must be resolved before the campaign can be initiated.

OverviewOverview
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1. Check Campaign1. Check Campaign

This is the first set of checks that you will need to review. These warnings/notes are purely
about the campaign setup itself:

1. This indicates the campaign name.campaign name.
2. This is the campaign type.campaign type.
3. This indicates how longhow long the campaign is live for.
4. This states the initial start and end dateinitial start and end date of the campaign.
5. The sender email address.sender email address.
6. The reply address.reply address.
7. The unsubscribeunsubscribe that is attached to the campaign.
8. This indicates whether a send to a friendsend to a friend is attached to the campaign.
9. This states whether a HTML test emailHTML test email has been sent.

10. This states whether a TEXT test emailTEXT test email has been sent.
11. This shows whether an Inbox CheckerInbox Checker has been run.
12. This shows whether any follow-upsfollow-ups are attached to the campaign.
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2. Check Landing Zone2. Check Landing Zone

This is the second set of checks that you will need to review when checking your landing zones.

1. Identifies the NameName of landing zone
2. Does the landing zone have an unsubscribe linkunsubscribe link
3. Identifies the reference numberreference number of landing zone
4. Identifies if the landing zonelanding zone has content
5. Identifies if there are test linkstest links in the landing zone
6. Identifies if there are tracked linkstracked links in your landing zone
7. Identifies if the landing zone requires authenticationrequires authentication
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3. Post Campaign Tracking3. Post Campaign Tracking

This is the third set of checks that you will need to review.

1. When creating tracked links within your creative email design, you have the ability to track
these links within Google AnalyticsGoogle Analytics using UTM values. This section indicates whether your
links are Google Analytics enabled.

2. GatorLeadsGatorLeads is CommuniGator’s website tracking software which allows you to track who is
on your website and what content they are looking at in real time. This section shows
whether GatorLeads is enabled for your campaign.

4. Campaign Audience4. Campaign Audience

This is the fourth set of checks that you will need to review.
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The audience in a campaign determines who will receive the email. This check screen will
identify which gator group you have attached to the campaign and how many contacts are
included in the group.

 Please Note:Please Note: You also have the ability to recount the audience to make sure that the
contact count is correct. We would recommend this as a quick check to make sure the
right group is attached.

5. Check Email(s)5. Check Email(s)

This is the fifth set of checks that you will need to review. These warnings/notes are purely
about the creative email itself:

1. This indicates the creative email name.creative email name.
2. This shows the subject linesubject line attached to the campaign.
3. This indicates whether a HTML emailHTML email has been created.
4. This indicates whether a TEXT emailTEXT email has been created.
5. This shows whether an unsubscribe linkunsubscribe link has been included in the HTML version of the email.
6. This shows whether a survey linksurvey link has been included in the HTML version of the email.
7. This indicates whether a send to a friendsend to a friend link is included in the HTML version of the email.
8. This indicates whether you have HTML test links included in your email. (This can occur(This can occur

when a user copies the email/link from a test email back into the creative email design. Thewhen a user copies the email/link from a test email back into the creative email design. The
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only way to remove these are by locating the creative email, removing the links, and re-only way to remove these are by locating the creative email, removing the links, and re-
inserting them using the Insert Web Link Icon).inserting them using the Insert Web Link Icon).

9. This identifies whether you have included Tracked links within your creative email design.
10. This shows whether you have Non-Tracked links included in your HTML creative email

design. (Non-Tracked links will not appear in the campaign results).(Non-Tracked links will not appear in the campaign results).
11. This identifies whether your HTMLHTML email contains articles.
12. This identifies if your text email has an unsubscribeunsubscribe link.
13. This identifies if your text email has a surveysurvey link.
14. This identifies if your text email has a send to a friendsend to a friend link.
15. This identifies if your text email has testtest links.
16. This identifies if your text email has non-trackednon-tracked links.

6. Initiate Campaign6. Initiate Campaign

If you are happy with the results of the previous checks, then you are ready to initiate the
campaign.
This gives you the option to go ahead and initiate the campaign, or to revert back to the
campaign details.
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7. Comments7. Comments

If you don't want to initiate your campaign but wish to leave comments, select the third radio
button and click on 'Leave Comments'.

Final Check ScreenFinal Check Screen

The Initiate Check Screen is the final warning before you send out your campaign. It allows you
to see the key details of your campaign before sending, ensuring you are happy with your
campaign.

Once you have decided your campaign is complete, select the 'Initiate' button.
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Errors ExplainedErrors Explained

If you get this error then your audience is not attached or there are no audience members it
can send the campaign to. It will say under 'Audience Total' how many valid members it can
send to.
Check if your audience has a large number of undeliverables and whether there are many
duplicates.

For any email you create we highly recommend you have a HTML & Text Version. This is
because some email clients will block HTML emails according to user settings, so having a Text
email prevents them from receiving nothing at all.
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1. This appears if your campaign time and date is set to send immediately. If you do not want it
to send straight away place the send time and/or date for the future.

2. In order to receive emails from your customers replying to a campaign, you ideally should
have a reply address set.

3. If you have a text email then you need to do a send test to ensure it looks how you
envisioned it. Not testing it may mean incorrect content is sent out.
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Campaign - Inbox CheckerCampaign - Inbox Checker

The inbox checker is a very useful tool to have as it shows you what the email will look like
in different email clients, as well as providing you with a spam analysis and preview of the
subject line.

Every client will have the inbox checker tab. However, some clients may only have the basic
inbox checker, which will display 2 results, others will have the advanced inbox which will
display a lot more results. If you have the basic inbox checker.

If you would like to try the advanced version, please contact your account manager who can
discuss getting this functionality added for you.

Inbox Checker DashboardInbox Checker Dashboard

1. Click here to initiateinitiate a new inbox check.
2. This displays the date & timedate & time the inbox check was initiatedinitiated.
3. This displays the date & timedate & time the inbox check was completedcompleted.
4. This displays the number of email checksnumber of email checks that have been returned.
5. This displays the number of spam checksnumber of spam checks that have been returned (Advanced Inbox Checker

ONLY)
6. The contactcontact that was used to generated the email. This is used to populate sections of the

email such as custom links or dynamic content which are generated for each user.
7. Current StateCurrent State shows if the check has finished or still running.
8. Clicking refreshrefresh updates the page.
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Inbox Checker InitiationInbox Checker Initiation

Select the contact you wish to mimic sending to, and decide whether you will send a HTML
check or Text check.

Then select 'Start' to run the Inbox Checker.

Inbox Checker ResultsInbox Checker Results

Once the inbox checker has has finished, you can view the results by clicking on the name of
the inbox check.

1. This is the namename of the inbox check- Click here to see the results of the check. ( if campaign
initiated, states when last inbox checker was run)

2. Date initiatedDate initiated- This is the time that the inbox checker started.
3. Date CompletedDate Completed- This provides you with the time the inbox checker finished.
4. Email ResultsEmail Results- This is how many different email clients you are able to view results for
5. Spam Filter ResultsSpam Filter Results- How many spam filters it has checked.
6. Associated contactAssociated contact- If you are using dynamic content it will pull through the fields that the

associated contact meets.
7. Current stateCurrent state- When this has a green tick the inbox checker has finished. If the inbox checker

has a green tick, but the email results are 39 of 41 for example, this means the inbox
checker was not able to retrieve the results for those inbox checks.

8. RefreshRefresh- if the inbox checker is not displaying any results, ensure you click the refresh
results button. After starting the check, you will not see any results until you refresh the
page.

9. DeleteDelete- This deletes the Inbox Checker Test
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Email Screen ShotsEmail Screen Shots

When clicking on the name of the inbox checker it will take you through to the Email Screen
shots which allows you to view what your email looks like in 41 different email clients.

You have the option to click on the inbox check that you are interested in, which will take you to
a preview of the whole email instead of the preview at top of the email (see step below)
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Email Screen Shots part 2Email Screen Shots part 2

By clicking on the thumbnail images in the screens overview, you can generate a preview of the
entire email. The screenshot above is what you will see.

1. This takes you to the inbox checker tabinbox checker tab within the campaign to view the results.
2. This refreshesrefreshes the results.
3. This will provide you with a results URLresults URL to send others.
4. Back to screens overview- This will take you back to the overviewoverview which is the screen that

displays what the email looks like in different email clients.
5. PreviousPrevious- this will take you back to the previous email client to preview your email
6. NextNext- This will take you to the next email client to preview what your email looks like.
7. By clicking on the dropdown box you can select the email clientemail client that you would like to see

how your email displays
8. Show Preview PanePreview Pane- You can select whether you would like to see the preview pain or not
9. Display ImagesDisplay Images- If you select this button the images will disappear from the email, this is

useful as some email clients will not download the images automatically, particularly
Microsoft Outlook.
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Spam Filter ScoresSpam Filter Scores

By clicking on the Spam Filter Scores option you will be able to see if the email email has passed
the spam filter test.
This does not guarantee that it will pass through the spam filter, but it provides you with
excellent guidelines.
If it fails on a particular spam filter it will provide you with an explanation.
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Quick Campaign: user guideQuick Campaign: user guide

Campaign SelectCampaign Select

New Campaign

When you create a new campaign, you have two options.

1. Quick Campaign you can only copy a quick campaign. You cannot copy normal campaigns
to new quick campaigns.

2. Normal Campaign

Campaign select gridCampaign select grid

The grid has new icons which show the campaign type. Will either be quick campaign, normal
campaign or gator express.
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If a campaign has been created in CRM or externally to GatorMail. When the user clicks on the
campaign, a popup will appear and ask the user to select which type of campaign they want the
campaign to be.

Quick CampaignQuick Campaign

The quick campaign is a campaign wizard. You can only go to each page if you have complete
page validation. You can go back on any page but only forward if you have completed the
requirements of the page.

NavigationNavigation

The top bar acts a navigation to the user. They can either click the next or previous buttons to
go back or forward or use the breadcrumb bar at the top in the middle of the page.

In the breadcrumb bar the current page is highlighted in bold and greyed out. The next or
previous page pages are hightlighted in Green and are clickable. Any other page if greyed out
and is not clickable.

If you have visited and completed every page you can navigate to any page as long as you don’t
invalidate the page.

Set UpSet Up

This is the first page of the wizard.
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Campaign DetailsCampaign Details

• Campaign Name Setup the campaign
• Subject Line Setup the subject line for the campaign. This is done before you attach the

email. This is a required field and requires an input from the user before they can continue
with the wizard.

• Unsubscribe Set the unsubscribe for the campaign. If there is only one item, we disable the
drop down.

• Send to a friend Set the send to a friend. If there is only one item, we disable the drop
down. If there is no send to a friend’s setup we do not display this

• Select Approval Group The user can select the approval group used for this campaign. Only
shown if approval group are setup in the instance.

Sender DetailsSender Details

• Action Type Set the action type of the campaign. Can only be static or refresh.
• Sender Alias Set the Sender Alias for the campaign.
• Sender Email Address From Set the sender email address for the campaign. This is required

and the user must enter a sender email address before continuing.
• Reply Email Address Set the reply to Email Address. If the user enters an email address, we

validate the email address to make sure it’s in the correct format.

Add EmailAdd Email

When the user navigates to this page for the first time they have the following options.

1. New Email Create a new email. The user cannot enter a name or any option, they will be
taken to GatorCreator to choose an email and design their email. The name of the email is
auto generated. “Campaign Name Time and Date”. You can only create a new GatorCreator
email.

2. Copy Existing Copy and existing email. Can be a GatorCreator email or a GatorMail email.
This will create a copy of the email and auto generate the name, “Campaign Name Time

and Date”.

You cannot continue in the wizard until an email has been added to the campaign. If you try to
continue you will be shown a validation message.
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There is an optional folder selection where you can choose where to create or copy the new
email.

When an email has been added to the campaign you will be shown the details of the email. You
then have the following options.

1. Preview Shows the preview modal of the email.
2. Edit The user can edit the email.
3. Change Email The user can change the email. When selected, they will be given the

following options
1. Cancel Cancel changing of the email and go back to the manage email page.
2. New email Create a new email
3. Copy Existing Copy and existing email

TestingTesting

On this page, you can send a test email or a run an inbox check.

Send TestSend Test

The send test is a simplified version of the send test functionality in the advanced campaign
screen.
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To send a test enter a name in the recipient text box and click on send test. Both html and text
versions of the email will be sent.

There is an option to select a previously send test recipient using the drop down next to the text
box. When you select the selected email address is added to the textbox.

You have the option to send the test email to send forensics. This option is enabled by default.
You can view the results by clicking on the “SendForensics Results” button where you will be

navigated to the send forensics screen.

Inbox CheckInbox Check

The inbox check is a simplified version to the advanced campaign screen. You cannot select a
contact to test against you just can run inbox checks.

When an inbox check has been initiated there is a time limit until you can initiate another inbox
check. This was a feature added recently to the advanced campaign screen as well.

The difference of this inbox compared to the advanced campaign screen is that each inbox
check is ran against the campaign email. If the user changes the campaign email no inbox
check results will show until an inbox check has been initiated again.

AudienceAudience

On this page, you can set the audience for the campaign. You can only assign a group the
campaign there is no selection criteria.
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When you first visit the page, no group will be selected. If you try to continue, a validation
message will appear informing you that you must select a group and count the audience before
you continue.

When you have selected a group, you must count the audience before you continue. Based on
your action type the following requirements are applicable.

1. Static You cannot continue if the final audience count is zero.

2. Refresh non-recurring You can continue if the final audience is zero, this is valid for a refresh
campaign.

When you have counted the audience, the counts for the selected group will be displayed. You
can export the counts by clicking on the totals names.
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Whenever you change the group you must recount the audience. We do not automatically
recount the audience when changing because counting the audience can take time depending
on the audience count.

ScheduleSchedule

This page is where you setup your campaign sending schedule.

Schedule DetailsSchedule Details

1. Start Date Set the start date of the campaign, this is when the campaign will start to send.
2. End Date Set the end date of the campaign, this is when the campaign will stop sending.

The end date cannot be before the start date. If this happens a validation message appears
and you cannot continue.

Time Based SendingTime Based Sending

You can set time based sending for the campaign, where you can make your campaign only
send email during certain periods.

If time based sending is setup in the campaign defaults these values will be loaded as default. If
not, no time-based settings will be set.

Click on the link to setup time based sending. A modal will window will appear where you can
set the details. When you save, and close these settings are applied to the campaign.
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Send (Summary)Send (Summary)

In quick campaign, there is no initiate check screen. We show a summary of the campaign
details of the quick campaign.

The summary page is split into sections.

1. Campaign Details
1. Subject Line
2. Sender Email Address
3. Reply Email Address Because this is optional if the user has not entered this a warning

will be shown.
4. Action Type
5. Sender Alias Because this is optional if the user has not entered this a warning will be

shown.
6. Unsubscribe
7. Send to a friend
8. Approval Group this is only shown if the instance has campaign approval setup

2. Email Details
1. Email Name
2. Test Sends Displays a warning if the user has not sent any test emails. Otherwise a total

for how many tests sends are displayed. This is per campaign email so if the user
changes the campaign email the total is reset.

3. Inbox Checks Displays a warning if the user has not run any inbox checks. Other a total
is shown. This is per campaign email so if the user changes the campaign email the total
is reset.

3. Audience Details
1. Group
2. Last count date time Shows the last time and date the audiences was counted.
3. Final Audience

4. Schedule
1. Start Date
2. End Date
3. Time based sending If the user has setup time based sending they can click on the “view

times” link.
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InitiateInitiate

To initiate the campaign there are two buttons on the page. At the top and bottom, when
clicked a modal will appear asking the user to confirm they want to initiate the campaign.

Quick Campaign (initiate screen)Quick Campaign (initiate screen)

When the campaign has been initiated you can no longer edit the campaign. When you view
the campaign via the campaign select grid you will be taken to the Initiated Campaign Summary
page. This displays the summary details of the campaign.

You have the following options.

1. Un-initiate - If the campaign has not started to send then you can un-iniaite the campaign. If
you decide to un-initiate, then you the campaign will go back to setup mode.

2. View results

You’re able to test the campaign while its sending. There is an option in the top navigation bar.
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This has the same functionality as the test page from the quick campaign setup screen for both
send test and inbox check.
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Campaign ResultsCampaign Results
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Result Screen DefinitionsResult Screen Definitions

To access the results screen in CommuniGator, click into the 'CampaignsCampaigns' section, and then
click the 'View ResultsView Results' button for the campaign you wish to look at. This will take you to the
results screen for that specific campaign. This Article will take you through the overview of
the results and their meaning.

Accessing ResultsAccessing Results

1. Campaign Tabs
2. View Results

Top BarTop Bar

1. Total emails sent by this campaign
2. How many of your emails were delivered - Some emails may not be delivered due to

bounces or technical issues.
3. How many of your emails were opened - this counts multiple opens for one user, not just

unique opens
4. How many clicks on your email - Total clicks (again, not unique clicks)
5. How many people have engaged with your email (opened and clicked).
6. Click here for a drop down/overview of the results
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Show ResultsShow Results

1. How many unique opensunique opens of your email, (individual email addresses and not how many times
opened).

2. How many of your emails bouncedbounced - this includes hard,soft and other bounces.
3. How many of your emails not openednot opened, this counts for unique opens.
4. Overall percentage of emails opened,Overall percentage of emails opened, including mobile phones.e.g. 45.71% opened in which

5.71% mobile, this means 40% of your emails opened on a computer. This is for unique
opens. This is worked out by dividing unique opens by delivered x 100.

5. Overall percentage of clicksOverall percentage of clicks on your email. This is for unique clicks. This is worked out by
dividing unique clicks by delivered x 100.

6. Contacts who have unsubscribedunsubscribed from this campaign.
7. Contacts who have referredreferred your email (used the send to a friend function).
8. Overall percentage of your click to open rateclick to open rate. This would be your unique clicks divided by

your unique opens x 100.
9. This is a listlist breaking down everything in your campaign, such as how many landing zone

clicks, how many bounces specifying hard or soft or other. If you have a follow up attached
to your campaign this is also how you view how many have gone out.

10. This will also show you if anyone has complainedcomplained about your email (marked as junk).
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Overview TabOverview Tab

Within the Overview Tab there are multiple visual representation of your campaign data.

1. This is a line graphgraph of the clicks and opens from your campaign. This shows trend lines and
informs you of any correlations between opens and clicks, as well as showing the general trend.

2. Browser Breakdown - OpensBrowser Breakdown - Opens shows what browser recipients opened the email on e.g.
Microsoft Edge, Mac, etc.

3. Browser Breakdown - Web + LZ HitsBrowser Breakdown - Web + LZ Hits shows if the landing zone was clicked on and from what
browser.

4. Location BreakdownLocation Breakdown shows you the country recipients who opened are opening from.
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Creative TabCreative Tab

This section will show you how to review creative content in your email within the Results
screen.

1. The temperature gaugetemperature gauge shows you if your creative content e.g. links, dynamic content etc,
has been clicked on often or not.clicked on often or not.
A red highlight on the feature shows it is Hot and has been clicked many times, whereas a blue
highlight means it is Cold and has not been clicked on often or at all. The colours vary according
to the 'temperature'.

2. Here you can filterfilter to only show Total Hits or Audience Count, changing the heat map to
show these variables.

3. The table shows you the creative contentcreative content in your email and the hit count i.e. number of times
it is clicked.
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Live Feed TabLive Feed Tab

The live feed can be found when viewing your campaign results.

The live feed gives you information such as opens, click rates, device breakdown, and user-
specific records of interactions with your campaign.

 Please NotePlease Note: The live feed will continue to run even when campaign has closed.

OverviewOverview

1. Here you can play the feedfeed to see Live updates, Pause the Live Feed, and Refresh the Feed.
You will also see a status 'Feed Active' which changes depending on the state of the feed.

2. This allows you to select which icons/activitesicons/activites you want to see on the feed.

3. This shows a live activitylive activity. It provides the email of the person who has opened the email, the
date it was opened, and through what medium e.g. iPhone.

4. To view their contact recordcontact record, click here.
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Clicks TabClicks Tab

This article will take you through the Clicks Tab in View Results of your Campaign.

1. The AliasAlias is the name that you have used to refer to the link
2. The Link URLLink URL that someone has clicked on
3. This is the namename of the link in the email
4. The total amount of clickstotal amount of clicks on the link
5. DistinctDistinct is the same as unique clicks, this shows you how many of the amount of individual

users whom have clicked the link , regardless of how many times they clicked the particular
link.

6. A percentagepercentage that is made up of Total clicks/Distinct clicks.
7. Allows the user to create a particular groupgroup of contacts when people have clicked through to

the selected link
8. Allows the user to shareshare on social networks the results for the selected link
9. Downloads all the contacts to an Excel CSV fileExcel CSV file whom have clicked on a link within the

campaign
10. Downloads all the Contacts to an Excel CSV fileExcel CSV file whom are a distinct (Unique) click on the web

clicks.
11. This is a click breakdownclick breakdown in pie chart format.

 Please Note:Please Note: Clicking the play button on the left hand side will show you each link in
more detail regarding the contacts who clicked.
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Click Rate TabClick Rate Tab

The Click Rates tab shows you when people have opened the email on a timeline. You can
change the view settings if desired. Here is an example...

Click RatesClick Rates

You can view the click rates of the campaign with the following views:

Clicks by Day

Clicks by Hour

Clicks by Week

Clicks by Month
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Campaign Results - Browser BreakdownCampaign Results - Browser Breakdown

This section of campaign results gives you insight into the browsers used to view your
email.

Accessing Browser BreakdownAccessing Browser Breakdown

There are two ways of viewing browser breakdown.

1. Overview Tab
2. Browser Breakdown Tab
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OpensOpens

1. This shows you a list of browsers that your email has been opened with.
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Landing Zone HitsLanding Zone Hits

1. This shows you a list of the browsers used to open your landing zone.

Note: hovering over the section tells you the browser and the percentage, as in the example
above.
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Web HitsWeb Hits

1. This shows you a list of used to open your links.

Survey HitsSurvey Hits

1. This shows you a list of browsers that your surveys have been accessed through.
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Note: If you click on a section in the graph this separates it from the rest of the graph, as in the
example above.

ListList

1. If you have a long list of browsers, clicking on the down arrow takes you through the pages of
the list.
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Results URLResults URL

A results URL allows you to send the results of a campaign to another member of your
company, who may not have a Gator Account.

You can restrict what they see and set a password to make it secure.

1. Once in the results screen, click the "Results URL" button along the top.

A window will then pop up with data options you wish to give to the person who is receiving the
URL.

Once completed, set a secure password you can give to your colleague so they can access the
URL.
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 Please Note:Please Note: 'Live Feed' will not be shown if 'Show Sensitive Data' is not checked.

The Results URL will appear as shown above with the URL varying.

Accessing ResultsAccessing Results

When they enter the URL it should appear as above on their screen.

They need to enter the password that was set to gain access.
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How to... Campaign QuestionsHow to... Campaign Questions
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How to Test Dynamic Content and Merge DataHow to Test Dynamic Content and Merge Data

Testing your dynamic content and merge fields works exactly the same as testing a normal
email.

Once you have inserted your content, send yourself a test and ensure that your details
match to the dynamic content block and merge fields.

To see a step by step tutorial on testing your content, please read the following article.
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How to Create An SMS CampaignHow to Create An SMS Campaign

SMS campaigns are useful if you require another channel to send your campaigns through,
improving email engagement.

The capability to send SMS campaigns will need to be discussed with your Account Manager
and then set up for your use.
Once your account has been configured to send SMS campaigns you can go about building
your first SMS campaign.
Create a new campaign as you would normally.

Changing the Campaign TypeChanging the Campaign Type

Once you have added a new campaign you will need to convert it to an SMS campaign.

1. Change the email 'Type' to SMS. This will then remove a number of tabs from along the top.

 Your audience will need to have been uploaded with a mobile number against them, in
order for you to be able to send them an SMS.

The audience can be counted as you would normally.
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Attaching the SMSAttaching the SMS

1. Click on the SMSSMS tab at the top of the screen.
2. Enter an AliasAlias for the SMS.
3. Enter the SMS message.SMS message.
4. Click attachattach SMS.
5. The attached SMS will be shown in the table below. Click 'EditEdit' to change the SMS details.

You can send a test SMS by going to the 'Send Test' tab.
The person you wish to send the test to needs to be in your CommuniGator database and have
a mobile number in the mobile field.

Once you are ready to initiate your SMS campaign, this can be done the same way as normal.

 It is only possible to report the number of SMS’ that have been sent, it is not possible
to show if they have been opened and of course there will be no click throughs.
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How to Un-initiate a CampaignHow to Un-initiate a Campaign

You are able to un-initiate a Campaign which can be done in the Details Tab within a
Campaign.

You may want to do this because a mistake has been found and you need to change it. If
you do this fast enough then you are in luck.
Customers who initiate Campaigns for the future will benefit from this the most. The time
window will be longer before it starts sending.

Un-initiating a CampaignUn-initiating a Campaign

1. Clicking the 'Uninitiate' button will refresh the screen, with the campaign now being
uninitiated.
The status will change to a blue circle icon.

 Please Note: You CANNOT un-initiate a campaign once it has started sending!
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How to Resend a CampaignHow to Resend a Campaign

Once a Campaign has been initiated you may wish to resend the campaign to the whole
audience or to a selected individual. This can be done on the Resend tab within the
campaign.

If your campaign has failed to send, once you have fixed the issue you can resend it here.

Resending a CampaignResending a Campaign

1. Click the 'Resend' tab.
2. Select an option from the three resend types.

All Campaign AudienceAll Campaign Audience will send to all audience members of the campaign.
All Failed EmailsAll Failed Emails will send emails which failed to send to all audience members it could not send
to.
Selected IndividualSelected Individual will send the email to specified individuals.

Resending to a Selected IndividualResending to a Selected Individual
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If you are resending to a selected individual a box will appear with the options to select a
contact via quick select, (this will open a pop up for you to pick a contact from the whole
database), or Audience select, (which will open a pop up that allows you to select a contact from
the campaign audience).

 The contact box on this screen does not allow you to type an address into as the
contact must be an existing contact in the database.

Resending a CampaignResending a Campaign

Once you are ready hit the resend button and the send will be initiated.
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How to use Selection CriteriaHow to use Selection Criteria

Within the Campaign tabs it is possible to use Selection Criteria for a number of things.

For example you may wish to have three Emails attached to your Campaign, a Red one, a
Blue one and a Green one. If you know the contacts favorite colour and you have that
stored in a field against the contact record. Then you can ensure that they get the Email in
their favorite colour.

This same idea can be used for Landing Zones and Surveys too, it works the same for each
tab that you are on. The only thing to bear in mind is if you are attaching multiple Landing
Zones or Surveys the Reference numbers need to be the same so you would have three
Reference number ones if you were going for their favorite colour.

How to use Selection CriteriaHow to use Selection Criteria

Click on the pencil next to the attached Email/Landing Zone/Survey.
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Selecting a CriteriaSelecting a Criteria

Tick the box to use Selection Criteria, this will display the Selection Criteria options.

1. Select the Attribute you want the system to look at E.G Favorite Colour Field.
2. Select the Operator to use.
3. Pick a value from the list.
4. Or manually type in a criteria.

You may wish to select one of the Emails/Landing Zones/Surveys to be Is Default so if as contact
doesn't fulfill the criteria they will get the Default.
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How to Set up a Split TestHow to Set up a Split Test

A Split Test is a useful tool for analysing how certain features of your Campaign perform by
being able to test many diffrent variables around the the email being sent
For example, you may want to compare how the email performs under two different
subject lines when sent to the same audience, or an email that is sent with two different
aliases.

This enables you to determine how best to create your email for maximum engagement.

Starting BlocksStarting Blocks

As with any campaign you need to have an audience group set up, and an email created.

If your split test is testing an aspect inside the email design you will need to have two separate
emails created. Otherwise you can have one email made for your campaign.

In this example we will be looking at how different subject lines change recipient engagement.

Campaign Setup

Once you have your email design ready and your audience group created, you can start
creating your campaign.

From the campaign dashboard set up your basic campaign details.
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Add your audience group in to the Audience tab.

 Remember to count your audience straight after you have attached the audience.

Set it as a Split Test

1. Select "Split TestSplit Test" as the email type. This will cause the screen to expand and present further
options.
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2. Sample Size can be done by actual or percentage. If you have 100 audience members and
you choose percentage as 50%, it will send Design 1 to 25 people, and Design 2 to 25 people,
only using 50 out of 100 contacts. But if you choose "Actual" you can put the size as 50, which is
the same doing the above.

3. Send Method allows you to customise how the split test will send.
Manual =Manual = This allows you to send the email depending on your own set date and times.
AutoSendAutoSend = This gives you the option of setting day and hours in which the email will send.

 Please Note:Please Note: With AutoSend you can only monitor open rate or click through rates. For
this reason we recommend using Manual send.

Choosing your Email Design
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 For your Split Test you will have two designs. This doesn't mean your email design itself
has to change, you can have the same exact email attached but the Subject Line may
be different.

In this example the subject line has changed, with the email staying the same.

1. Select your emailSelect your email to add. Do this for design one and two.

2. Provide an AliasAlias for the email. This is what will appear in the recipients web browser as the
page title, if they click on the 'view in web browser' option.

3. Set up a Sender Alias.Sender Alias. This will override the default you have set up in System Defaults.

4. Add a Subject LineSubject Line. Here the subject line is what we are testing for our split test.

Follow these steps for design one and design two.

 In Design 2 we have used a Custom Field for our Subject Line. We have the regular text,
with a First Name custom field.
In the email this will display the recipients first name, but you can choose any custom
field you wish.

Send your Split Test

When you have checked all the required details are correct, the email designs chosen are
correct, and that your split test is correctly set up, you can need to use the Send test function.

Sending yourself a test means you can see any errors in the HTML and Text version of the
email. You can choose to test only HTML or Text, but we recommend testing both as some
clients may not receive a HTML version.

Once you are happy, click "Save and Initiate""Save and Initiate" to send your campaign.
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Split Test Initial Results

In this initial results screen you will be able to see Design A and Design B (Design 1 and Design
2).
The stats for these are displayed above if you used manual send.

1. Here are your emails subject linesubject line and namename.

2. This icon allows you to export an Excel fileexport an Excel file of specific data sections.

3. Once you have decided which design was the most successful, you can choose which designchoose which design
to formally send by clicking on the Initiate A or Initiate B buttons.

Campaign Results

Once you have initiated a specific design and recipients have access to the email results will
start to appear in the campaign results section.

The results from the winning initial split test email you chose will be included in the final results.

If you wish to see the initial split test results again you can click on the "Split Test" tab within
campaign results which will appear regardless of whether you choose manual or auto-send.
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Dynamic Articles and Article BlocksDynamic Articles and Article Blocks

This help article will walk you through how to include dynamic articles, meaning you can
apply rules which will send the recipient the article that meets the criteria. This feature
works similar to dynamic content blocks.

Attaching the articles to the campaignAttaching the articles to the campaign

Once you have attached the email to the campaign you are able to select the articles that you
wish to use.
Simply click on the 'Articles' button that is highlighted above.

 Please NotePlease Note: You can only attach articles to the campaign if an article block is included
in the creative email.
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Article Block RulesArticle Block Rules

If you would like to set certain rules to the article block you can do this by clicking the button
indicated in the above picture.
This tends to be used if the article block styles changes depending on the criteria set for the
recipient

 Please Note:Please Note: If you are setting rules based on article blocks, it could lead to gaps in
your email if the rules are not met.
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Rule SetupRule Setup

You will then be taken through to the section where you create the rules for the article block.

1. Add RuleAdd Rule- Click add rule, this will then expand the section and will enable you to select the
rules that you would like to use.

2. Attribute NameAttribute Name- The attribute name is the business object that you would like to use to
segment your audience by. To select the attribute, click on the attribute name field which
will provide a list to choose from.

3. OperatorOperator- If you click on the drop down below operator you will be able to select the metric
that you measure this by i.e. is like, equal to.

4. ValueValue- Enter the value that you would like to apply the criteria for.
5. And/OrAnd/Or- If you would like them to meet multiple rules click the And rule if they only need to

meet one of the criteria select OR.

If you would like to add additional rules click add rule and this will place the rule below the one
you have just created.
Once you are happy with the rule click Save, then click Close and you would have successfully
created a dynamic article block rule.
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How to Create a Follow Up CampaignHow to Create a Follow Up Campaign

It is possible to schedule a follow up email to be sent from the system automatically. The
follow up is usually set up at the same time as the campaign.

Attaching a Follow UpAttaching a Follow Up

1. Click on the Follow Up tabFollow Up tab within the campaign.
2. Give the Follow Up a namename.
3. Hit AttachAttach Follow Up.
4. Once the Follow up has been attached click 'ManageManage' to bring up the details.

Selecting a Follow Up CriteriaSelecting a Follow Up Criteria
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1. Give the follow up an appropriate nameappropriate name and add a description.

2. Here you can change the 'Active Status''Active Status' on or off by toggling the button.

3. Choose the timingstimings you would like to have:

• Send without delay can only be used when an action is carried out not when an action is not
carried out.

• Selecting a timing will schedule the follow up to go out x amount of time after the email has
been sent if the action is not carried out or x amount of time after the action occurs if the
action is carried out.

4. Select the Action OptionsAction Options: no action ignores the rule all together so if all options are set to no
action, no follow up will be sent. By default the rules work on an AND basis however you can
tick to use OR.

For example, if you wish to send a follow up to the contacts that have not opened then you
would select Email not opened and leave the rest to No Action.

5. You can either sendsend the same campaign again (with or without a new subject line) or you can
send a different campaign. If you are sending a different campaign then the different campaign
must be set up as a follow up and be initiated.

 Please Note:Please Note: You can have multiple follow up activities on a campaign, but they will
only be sent once, and cannot be used in any other campaign.
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How to Send a TestHow to Send a Test

Testing your email campaigns before they go out is one of the most crucial steps in
campaign creation.
There are several key email features you need to test. For example, dynamic content, email
layout, padding width etc.

Sending a Test EmailSending a Test Email

1. Once inside your campaign click the 'Send Test''Send Test' tab along the top.
2. Choose a contact to mimiccontact to mimic (this contact won't receive the email but any personalisation in

the email will be relevant to them).
You cannot type in this box so use 'Quick Select' (to choose from the database) or 'Audience
Select' (to choose from the audience).

3. Type in the Email AddressEmail Address that you would like the test to be sent to.
4. Choose if you want to test the email in HTML form, Text form, or both forms.
5. Click 'Send Test'Send Test', red text will appear confirming that your test has been sent.
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 Please Note:Please Note: If you want to see a design preview of your email when in the email
editor, then please read the following article on our Send Test Beta.
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How to Add a Campaign Seed ListHow to Add a Campaign Seed List

Seed Address allows you to send one or more contacts the campaign regardless of these
people existing in the campaign audience.

This is useful for when your colleagues need to be notified of a campaign sending out, and
they wish to see the email itself.

System DefaultsSystem Defaults

1. Hover over the 'Tools' tab
2. Select 'System Defaults'.
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Campaign DefaultsCampaign Defaults

Under Campaign Defaults, you can configure which contacts you want to use for the seed
addresses

1. The Sender AliasSender Alias you wish to use.
2. Your choice of Reply ToReply To address.
3. Sender Email Address.Sender Email Address.
4. Campaign TypeCampaign Type preferred.
5. A bespoke Unsubscribe.Unsubscribe.
6. Send to a FriendSend to a Friend option.
7. Close DateClose Date weeks and/or months.
8. Whether to apply the close date to integrated campaigns.integrated campaigns.
9. Apply close dateclose date default to integrated campaigns.

10. Prefix subject lines in tests with preview.preview.

Manage SeedsManage Seeds

Click the 'Seed Addresses' button to manage who you would like to add as a seed address.
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Adding SeedsAdding Seeds

A pop up will appear where you can add manage seed addresses

1. Click 'Add New Seed Address'

ContactsContacts

1. Click 'Select Contact'.
2. Click 'Add'.

 Please Note: You can add as many contacts as you wish, it is not limited to one.
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Campaign Seed AddressesCampaign Seed Addresses

1. Go to 'Campaigns'.

1. Once in your campaign, click 'Show Advanced Options'
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1. You will see here the number of seed addresses for the campaign.
Clicking 'Seed Addresses' brings up a pop up again showing the seeds.

In here you can do four things:

• AddAdd new seeds unique to this campaign.
• DeleteDelete a seed that has been added uniquely to this campaign.
• DisableDisable some default seeds if for some reason your system defaults are not appropriate.
• EnableEnable some default seeds if after disabling them you want to re-include again.

When the campaign is initiated it will also send to whomever is in the seed list.

 Please Note:Please Note: The seed functionality will not send for re-sends,campaign series, or other
triggered sends.
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How to create a campaign that sends out on aHow to create a campaign that sends out on a
contacts birthday.contacts birthday.

The below article provides a step-by-step guide on how to create a campaign that is
triggered to send out on a contacts birthday. This could also be applied to various different
scenario's such as Anniversaries, Contract Renewals etc.

To achieve this you would need to setup the following:

• A Contact Field required for the trigger (i.e. Date of Birth, Renewal Date etc.)
• One Group to pull a list of contacts on a daily basis
• Seven Campaigns. One would be required for each day of the week to recur on a weekly

basis

The below example shows how to create a campaign that will send out on a contacts
birthday.

Add a new Contact FieldAdd a new Contact Field

1. Go to Tools, Business Objects , Click on Add Attribute
2. Fill in the Attribute Name and the Display Name
3. Select the Data Type relevant to the event, (i.e. Date for a DOB field)
4. Click on Save and Close
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Create the GroupCreate the Group

For this to work you will need to add two contact rules to the group one to match the day and
one to match the month, this way the contact will only appear in the group once a year.

1. Go to AudienceAudience -> Groups.Groups.
2. Then select 'Add New Group''Add New Group'.
3. Type in the NameName and Description.Description.
4. Click 'Create New GroupCreate New Group'.
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Creating the Date RuleCreating the Date Rule

1. Click on Add Rule
2. Select Contact Rule
3. Add a Description and select the new Contact field
4. Next select the Operator to be 'Is Equal To'
5. Enter datepart(d,GETDATE())datepart(d,GETDATE()) - This statement will get the contacts where their day matches

today
6. Click Add

 Add a second rule for the month, and enter datepart(m,GETDATE()).datepart(m,GETDATE()).

Once you have added the two rules you need to make sure that the clause used is ANDAND, this can
be selected from the drop down menu as circled. This will then get all of the contacts where
their DOB day and month matches today's date.
Once you have set up the rules relevant to your campaign, click Save.
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Creating the CampaignsCreating the Campaigns

Go to Campaigns and Add a New Campaign.

1. Set the Action TypeAction Type to Static Recurring - Making sure the Recurrence Interval is set to 1
week, so it sends on a weekly basis. You can set the 'Don't Send if Received in the Last:' to
51 weeks, just to make sure they are not sent again within the same year.

2. You will need to make sure that the End DateEnd Date is set far enough in the future so that the
Campaign sends all year round.

3. You will need to add the new group to the AudienceAudience and set the rest of the campaign up as
normal. (Entering the Alias, Reply-To, Attach the email etc)

Once you have done the first campaign and saved it you will then need to create another six
campaigns so you have one for each day of the week.
You can then copy the first one you have made but make sure that you have the correct email
design attached, and most importantly change the start date to correspond to the correct day,
so the campaign send on the right day.
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How to send a campaign in batchesHow to send a campaign in batches

As an alternative to sending a campaign to all recipients at the same time, you can use
Batch Settings to set the campaign to send in over a number of hours or days.
This enables you to review times and days which see a better response level, as well as
helping you to keep enquiries and responses manageable when sending to very large
audiences.

Advanced OptionsAdvanced Options

Batch Settings can be found in the Detail tab of the Campaign Setup screen.
They are hidden by default in the Advanced Options section, so select "Show Advanced
Options" to display the settings.
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Batch Settings FieldsBatch Settings Fields

Once you can see the Advanced Details section, the Batch Settings options are in the middle of
the left column
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Batch VolumeBatch Volume

The first field allows you to set a batch volume from a predefined list. The minimum batch size
is 5 emails. The maximum is 500,000.
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Batch FrequencyBatch Frequency

The second field allows you to set the batch frequency to either "Per day" or "Per hour"

Initiating your campaign with Batch SettingsInitiating your campaign with Batch Settings

Once you have set these two variables, you can initiate your campaign as you would normally.
CommuniGator will then automatically batch contacts from your total audience and send the
campaign in batches either hourly or daily after the campaign is initiated. The last batch may be
smaller than the others where the audience is divisible by the Batch Volume. E.g 102,000
contacts in batches of 10,000 will send ten batches of 10,000 and one batch of 2,000

Continuous SendingContinuous Sending

Please note that CommuniGator will continue to send in batches based on your settings on a
continuous basis. This means that campaigns will continue sending through the night if set to
Per hour or through the weekend if set to Per day. To avoid sending emails at unwanted times,
ensure that your Batch Volume is set so that the entire audience is sent the campaign in the
desired timeframe. E.g: Sending 500,000 emails Monday to Friday only - You would need to
initiate your campaign on Monday and set the Batch Settings to 100,000 per day
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Conditional Notifications in SurveysConditional Notifications in Surveys

In the details section of surveys you can add conditional notifications, which will send a
notification to an email address of your choosing when the survey is filled in, or when
specific questions have been answered.

NOTE: Conditional Notifications are only available for questions which use Radio Buttons.

Notification when Survey CompleteNotification when Survey Complete

1. Click on the survey tab in the campaign level
2. Click on the pencil to edit the survey
3. Select 'Use Notification Emails' check box
4. Add the emails you would like to receive the notification
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Creating the Conditional NotificationCreating the Conditional Notification

1. When in the survey detail page, click on 'Insert Conditional Notification'
2. Type in the name of the notification
3. Add the notification
4. Once added click on the pencil to edit notification
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Email Address Conditional NotificationsEmail Address Conditional Notifications

1. Add the email you would like to send notifications to
2. Notification Name
3. Notification Subject
4. Notification Email design
5. The sender address of the notification. NOTE: This address much match the sender address

in your campaign
6. Email you would like the notification to be sent to
7. If you do not have a specific email you would like to send the notification to, you can set it to

information from the contact record. e.g. notification to be sent to contacts sales
representative. NOTE: you can either manually type in an email or use this function; you
cannot use both.

8. Apply Criteria
9. Save
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Question Conditions NotificationsQuestion Conditions Notifications

1. Select the question you would like the notification applied to (Conditional Notifications are
only available for Radio Button Questions)

2. Select the answer you would like the notification applied to
3. Add
4. You will receive and email notification if the question in the condition has the specified

answer in the condition
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Contact Conditions NotificationsContact Conditions Notifications

1. Select the contact details you would like the notification applied to. NOTE: this must be an
existing business attribute in your CommuniGator system

2. Select the operator you would like the notification applied to. e.g. Equal, Is Like, Is Greater
Than

3. Select/Enter the value you would like the notification applied to
4. Add
5. You will receive a notification if the contact record filling in the survey matches your contact

condition
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Attaching an Unsubscribe and Send to A FriendAttaching an Unsubscribe and Send to A Friend
to a Campaignto a Campaign

An unsubscribe is a landing zone or survey which, when activated, will write back to the
contact's record within CommuniGator and prevent them from receiving undesired emails
in the future. After inserting the unsubscribe link in your creative email, you need to ensure
that there is an actual unsubscribe LZ or survey attached to your campaign in order for the
link to work.

Advanced OptionsAdvanced Options

1. When in the Campaign level, on the Detail tab, click on 'Show Advanced Options'
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Attaching the UnsubscribeAttaching the Unsubscribe

1. Select the unsubscribe you want to attach to the campaign
2. NOTE: if you want to send a campaign out to all your contacts regardless if they have

unsubscribed or not, select none. This ignores the contacts opt in value and sends the email.
This should only be done in extremely limited circumstances, for example confirmation of
attendance at an event, or a critical IT update for your clients, where recipients do not need
to be able to opt out.
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Unsubscribe DefaultUnsubscribe Default

If you do not want to have to attach the unsubscribe every time, you can set an unsubscribe as
a default.

1. Tools Tab
2. System Defaults
3. Select the Unsubscribe you would like as a default

Don't forget to save!
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Attaching a send to a friend to a campaignAttaching a send to a friend to a campaign

'Send to a friend' is a referral tool you can insert into your emails which allows the recipient to
enter the details of a friend who might be interested in the email they received.

The friend will then receive an email asking them to sign up. Once the friend acknowledges,
they are subscribed into the system, and will receive the email campaign.

In order for this to work, you need to assign your 'send to a friend' to the campaign itself.

1. Show Advanced Options

Advanced OptionsAdvanced Options

1. Within the advanced options, you have the ability to attach the 'send to a friend' option to
your campaign.
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Campaign - Moving a campaign into a folderCampaign - Moving a campaign into a folder

Moving a Campaign is important as it will allow you to create a structure for your
campaigns and also make them easy to locate.

This guide will show you how to move a campaign in 3 easy steps:

Selecting the campaignSelecting the campaign

1. Click the check box next to the campaign(s) you wish to move
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Moving the campaignMoving the campaign

1. Right click on the folder you wish to move your campaign to
2. Select 'Move Selected Items'
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How to copy a CampaignHow to copy a Campaign

The copy campaign function is a useful and time-saving tool.

The new campaign will be an exact copy of the one selected. This will include exact copies
of the campaign details, any follow ups, surveys or merge fields and audience (if you want
to send to a different audience group, make sure to clear this first).

Create a New CampaignCreate a New Campaign

1. Click on the 'Add New Campaign'. This will show the screen above.
2. Click on the 'Traditional Campaign'.
3. Give your campaign a name.
4. Click 'Select'. This will bring up a new screen where you can select the campaign you wish to

copy.

Now you can design your campaign as usual.

 Please Note:Please Note: The audience of the copied campaign will also copy over. If you want the
audience to be different you need to change this manually.
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Quick Copy/Convert an EmailQuick Copy/Convert an Email

You have the ability to copy and convert an email selectively within CampaignCampaign ->-> EmailEmail.

Select the GatorCreator icon and the option to copy will appear.

 Please Note:Please Note: You can only copy/convert GatorCreator emails to GatorMail emails!
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Using Sender Address DynamicsUsing Sender Address Dynamics

Using Sender & Reply To email address dynamics allows you to populate the addresses with
an existing contact field.

This feature is useful if you want multiple people to be the sender address e.g. Account
Managers.
In the example of Account Managers, Gator will look at the contact the email is being sent
to and search for a field in their contact record called Account Manager.

This makes your emails even more personalised.

Setting your Email DynamicSetting your Email Dynamic

1. Select the "DetailDetail" tab within your email campaign.

2. Select "Show Advanced Options""Show Advanced Options". This will expand the page, showing a vast array of advanced
options. This is what you need to expand to show the Sender & Reply To address dynamics.

3. These are the Sender and Reply To addresses. BUT they are not dynamicthey are not dynamic. If you set these and
don't use dynamic address then it will use this information as the send and reply to. If you set
dynamic address then these will be overridden unless no data exists in the contact field, in
which case these are used as the backup.
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Show Advanced OptionsShow Advanced Options

Under Advanced Details you will see the options highlighted on the right hand side. These are
where you set your dynamic email addresses.

1. The Sender Alias DynamicSender Alias Dynamic sets the Alias for the sender via a contact field. Here we have
chosen Account Manager. This will be the name that appears on the top of the email.

2. This is where you set the Sender E-mail Address Dynamic.Sender E-mail Address Dynamic. This will be the email address the
recipient sees as the sender. In this example we have used account manager email as we want
the email to be from the recipients account manager.

3. This is where you set the Reply E-mail Address Dynamic.Reply E-mail Address Dynamic. This address is what the recipient
will reply to.

 Please Note:Please Note: The addresses you use must match the sending and reply to domains you
have set up in order for them to send and receive emails. If you have multiple domains
make sure you select the correct one.

 Remember to test that these addresses pull through the correct information before
sending! To do this send yourself a test email as normal, but make sure that on your
own contact record the field you are using as the sender and reply to is filled in,
otherwise nothing will pull across.
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Here we can see that the Account Manager name has been pulled through and displays on the
email as the Sender Address.
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